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INTRODUCTION
During the spring and summer of 1975 Wright State University organized
a cooperative workshop /exhibitions program with three other institutions
and , in 1976, received the support of the National Endowment for the
Arts. This publication represents the second such program in what is
hoped will be a continuing series.
The program consisted of sending four prominent contemporary artists to
each of four schools during the 1977-78 academic year. The artists
selected to participate in this project were Laurie Anderson, Dennis Oppenheim, Michelle Stuart, and William Wegman, each of whom works in
diverse media and materials , and all of whom represent a range of artistic
and aesthetic sensibilities. The four institutions that participated in the
program were California State University at Long Beach, Moore College
of Art in Philadelphia, the University of New Mexico in Albuquerque, and
Wright State University in Dayton , each of which maintains an art school,
art department, and/or an art gallery and each flexible and resourceful
enough to accommodate a program of this complexity.
The artists were sent independently to each school where they served as
artists-in-residence for one week and where they involved students, faculty, and other interested persons in an activity of their own design. The
activities were based upon the artist's working concerns and were directed toward the sharing of their artistic working methodologies in an
attempt to extend to the participants a sense of the artist's processes of
idea development, conceptualization, articulation , formalization, and finally (when applicable) culmination in a finished work of art. These processes, which normally occur in the seclusion of the artist's studio, were
extended to a more public context where the participants could become
full collaborators or, at the very least, gain insights otherwise unavailable.
The residency/workshop activities did not always culminate in an exhibition of the artist's or the participants' work. Considering the artist as
source and resource for potential experience, it was the aim of the program to bring the artist and the public together in an inquiring context (the
university) and in a creative activity which would allow and nurture a direct
exchange of ideas through shared experiences.
The following is a catalog of each of the sixteen residencies and workshop activities. The documentation is arranged alphabetically by artist
and chronologically by residency/workshop. Students and staff at the four
schools provided the photographic documentation and written descriptions of the residencies/workshops which occurred at their institutions.
We hope that this publication serves not only to document the activities of
four artists at four schools in sixteen projects, but that it extends the
shared experiences to those who were unable to participate directly in the
program.
William Spurlock, Director
Fine Arts Gallery, Incorporated
Wright State University
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THE PROJECTS

LAURIE ANDERSON

Laurie Anderson , who is known primarily as a performance artist, has integrated
such diverse media as film, audiotape , videotape, still photography, live musical
and verbal performance into a new and unique syntactic. Her work generates from
language: verbal, written, musical , and visual. Her earlier work included a long
series of violin pieces that she considered to be both objects and performances.
She is concerned with "intervals of time" and , in this respect, does not differentiate
between media, such as film and music. She notes that her mind thinks in doubles
-that it is quite difficult for her to consider images singly. Her sound (and visual)
projects have always involved two sides. Her work in each of the four following
projects incorporates these concerns and extends them to those involved, actively
or passively, as participants in the workshops.
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MOORE COLLEGE OF ART• PHILADELPHIA
JANUARY 23-27, 1978
It seems like years now that I've wanted to try building that acoustic lens. Bell Labs in New Jersey did some
calculations on it in the '50s but it was never really built. Moore College of Art was the chance to see if it would
work. The lens theoretically works like this : a large rubber diaphragm is inflated with gas and inserted in a wall.
A sound source-natural or electronic-is pumped toward it on one side. The lens then directs and focuses the
sound on the other side. In other words , you walk into a quiet room , and at one single point (the focal point of
the lens), there is sound. Ideally this space is about a cubic foot .. . head room.
I must say, there was some skepticism about the project as we worked on it. It does seem incredible , after all ,
that sound will work on optical principles like that. After the frame was built, and the lens pumped up, we
installed it in a glass wall in the Moore "museum"-a small room full of "effects"-antiques and art that were
temporarily moved away for the experiment. We tried pumping all sorts of sounds through the lens-pink
noise .. . take out the base . . . try some words. People came and went. " Is it working yet? ... It sure looked
nice . . . very Japanese . .. " but it was only focusing vaguely. We needed thinner rubber and heavier gasmaybe freon-as it turned out. We decided to order the materials and come back later to see if we could get it
going. In the meantime , not disappointment, exactly. But it took some explaining to the people who had worked
hard on it all week. My first impulse was to accede to charlatanism and to make each successive project more
improbable than the last " ... and next we will attempt to build the Acoustic Camera! Forget the Tape Recorder, it's a thing of the past . .. " etc . Anyway , I decided that tact was a waste of time , a dodge. What was
important to me was to have a solid week of experimenting with something in which failure was a distinct
possibility and not disastrous. The thing didn't have to be shipped off immediately into a show somewhere-its
imperfections palpable. It was a luxury to work under conditions like that.
While we were working on the project, looking for places to install it (before realizing it wasn 't going to work
clearly enough ), we wandered around looking for quiet places . . . the library?-no available walls ... And
stopped by the Franklin Institute next door to Moore-the place that houses a huge walk-in heart with amplified
heart beat. We ran into a man there who took an interest in the project and offered to install it there as soon as
we could get it working. At the entrance to the Institute there is an enormous , dramatically lit statue of Franklin,
sitting there looking half scientific, half inscrutable. My dream since then has been to install the lens there. Just
at the point of his abstracted line of sight so you could stand there, just be standing there, and suddenly hear
sotto voce " ... He who hesitates ... " lightly, lightly in your ear," .. . is late .. ."
Laurie Anderson
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WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY· DAYTON
FEBRUARY 20-24, 1978
It was all white at Wright State and we shot hundreds of slides to make a
series of slowly dissolving images, gradually opaqued out, going from
white to black. When we got stuck in the snow on one of these expeditions, we happened to be near the perfect abandoned farm , and made a
radius out of some old blankets lying around-ripped them into strips, tied
them together, the way you would if you needed to escape from a fire or to
elope. The camera followed the radius around and around the farm but
we hadn 't counted on the wildly varying depths of snow and when the
slides dissolved into each other, the farm seemed to sink and levitate.
Rumors of airmen (voluntarily) in states of suspended animation, stored
somewhere on one of the nearby Air Force bases, began to change my
ideas on opaquing-out human beings , so we were sticking to black dogs
and inanimate objects and shadows. This way, the dissolving seemed to
make a better kind of sense-there were natural reasons, not metaphysical ones , for the gradual darkening of visual fields. Someone mentioned a
weather report he'd heard: In the next eight hours, it will become gradually darker until it becomes almost totally black; then there will be a period
of increasing light until it becomes almost totally bright ... etc. The coal
strike was on and the Midwest was feeling it. Artificial light was at a
premium making the natural light, the real light, more striking not to mention necessary. The most successful series of slides tended to be the
ones closest to this feeling of black as intensified energy, like black lumps
of coal in the snow, opaqued objects blanketed in snow , unidentifiable
until the thaw reveals their contours.
Laurie Anderson
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO• ALBUQUERQUE
MARCH 6-10, 1978
The University of New Mexico is in the most staggeringly beautiful
country-just sitting there in the middle of it. I finally found out how a
mesa was made and here's how: when the Southwest was lush and
green, there were a lot of little lakes, sort of like Minnesota. And limestone
silted down to the bottoms of the lakes and calcified. Then the land dried,
dried and crumbled, fell away. The sides of the lakes fell away; the land
around the lakes fell away; until the only thing that was left was the lake
bottoms, the hard limestone lake bottoms, raised high above on their
pedestals: Mesas. The bottom's the top. Like high relief maps of the past.
As it turned out, much of the work we did at the university seemed to
embody this spatial reversal-although the slide series we shot were
almost all indoors. The idea was decay-through sound and image-a
long corridor in which someone is taking flash pictures. Run through a
dissolve unit, these slides were organized into different intervals. Sound
comes forward (volume); picture recedes (depth) etc. In another series,
an interior corner was shot, the black and white checked floor serving as a
reference grid; the same situation, first wide angle, then normal, then
telescopic. Dissolved together, one after another, the floor began to
buckle and heave, to settle and spread, somehow geographically.
We also made some tapes together-collecting them in the cat eteria,
pool hall, and, (for its excellent reverberant acoustics) the tiled women's
room. Several mornings were spent taping words and sounds in a more
controlled sound studio situation. Some people from the music department participated as well, a show was taped for the college radio station,
and several people asked Debra if she was expecting any calls as she
carried one of the slide props (a telephone) to various sites on campus.
The end result was several hundred pictures, softly changing from near to
far, wide to narrow, and it feels like New Mexico to look at them.
Laurie Anderson
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March 29, 1978
An op n 1

t r to Jill, Mark, Virgini , o

bi , G il, Polly,

Jo , Debr , Rod, & Sharon

Just a note to thank you all for being such a help on the
project . The slides, which I guess only a few people saw,
actually turned out and I used one of the hallway sequences
in a concert I did last week in Minneapolis. Remember talking
about sound/picture decay? Well, there was a whole string
section reading the series like a three dimensional score . ..
going from loud to soft and back as the camera angle opened
& closed .•.. That is, flattened out, a crescendo looks

like~

and in this piece , it looked like / \ .
Anyway , it was real nice .
Same thing happened with the checked floor series ... from
wide angle to telescopic •.. the floor seemed like it was
erupting, bulging up. Naturally, there were a few flops
too •.. overexposures mostly .
On the whole , I learned a lot about the way the sequences
could work and really enjoyed working with you .

So thanks again and my best to you.

Laurie Anderson

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY• LONG BEACH
MARCH 13-17, 1978
Laurie Anderson converted the CSULB gallery space into an electronic maze with banks of equipment-film
and slide projectors , dissolve units, audio recorders , microphones, cameras, amplifiers and headsetsconnected by hundreds of feet of cable . According to Laurie, "My personal aesthetic seems to come down to,
in many circumstances : the more things that plug in, the better ... I'm never as happy as when I'm surrounded
by blinking lights and dials. "
During the workshop sessions tapes were made (from recordings such as Animal Sounds of the Southwest) of
" aurally 'leaking' situations ," and of short " reversible" sounds for the Tape-Bow Violin. A series of slides of
"threshold" situations were also made. Laurie explained her development of the reversible Tape-Bow Violin as
stemming from her fascination with directionality and infrequently occurring phenomena of reversible sounds.
The recorded "say" becomes "yes"; " mean," " name"; and "you," "no"; as the tape is drawn across the playing
head in forward or reverse direction. The concept of directionality, an important element in the artist's work, is
especially prevalent in the "threshold" photographs of an opening (or closing?) door and in the rising and
falling of sound levels corresponding to or opposing visual or physical activity.
The culmination of the week's workshop came on Friday evening at Otis Art Institute (Los Angeles) when the
artist gave a performance incorporating some of the material developed duri.19 the week at Long Beach and
student/participants in that workshop also provided part of the technical assistance for the event. A special
note of appreciation is due Nancy Drew and Susan Martin of Some Serious Business and Hall Glicksman,
Gallery Director of Otis Art Institute.
Jane Bledsoe
CSU LB
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DENNIS OPPENHEIM

During each of the four projects which follow , Dennis Oppenheim involved the workshop participants directly in the creation of a work or works. The pieces generated and
completed during these residencies represent the artist's continuing concerns with
performance structures , earth works, and film/video, each of which is a nuclear component of his fertile artistic oeuvre .

WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY· DAYTON
NOVEMBER 14-23, 1977
The entire ten days spent in Dayton were given to the construction of
"Dayton Falls." This turned out to be a considerable physical task. My
feelings about this particular workshop were simply that the project itself
was probably too demanding for this situation. It required a substantial
amount of labor and time in excess of the usual period.
The Long Beach and Albuquerque situations were set aside for the
execution of the following works: Relocated Burial Ground, Cobalt
Vectors-an Invasion and Devil's Hole. After several students and I spent
days on site location excursions in New Mexico, it became clear that the
works would fare better within a dry lake area. The opportunity for such a
location occurred in California. The three works were executed on a dry
lake in El Mirage. I enjoyed all the workshops very much. However, I
would say there is probably no correlation between the effectiveness of
an art piece and a good workshop. It is almost as if one is given up for the
other.
Dennis Oppenheim

DAYTON FALLS 1977
Four steel towers : 5' triangular,
10' square, 15' hexagonal,
20' octagonal ; horn speaker atop
each tower, quadraphonic audiotape.

Excerpt from sound track;
channel 1 : triangle
channel 2: square
channel3: hexagon
channel 4: octagon
(1) Sara, I don't think you can do it from here ... Go higher ... Move to the next platform .
(2) Ed, it's too low here, you 'll only get hurt . . .
(3) Sara , fall ... Sara . . . jump ... fall or slip here at Dayton and still you 'll never hit.
(1) No, it's not a hole. Nothing like that .. . The ground seems to move here ... There's no bottom.
(2) Bill , move to the center one ... it's okay .
(3) Jane, it's too low ... move to the next one ...
(4) Amy ... jump .. .
(3) While you 're falling , you 're breaking apart inside ...
(4) Jump from here, you 'll break into a thousand diamonds ...
(1 ) You 'll never leave an impressi on at Dayton Falls ... Not a trace ... But inside ... inside is where things
are taking shape. The furth er you fall , the more you open up inside ...
(3) Don't worry what people th ink, you won 't make a mark here . Not a trace , no one will find you after you 've
left Dayton Falls.
(2) So jump . .. You can fall away from your body ... Listen ... As soon as you 're in the air .. spread
outward ... No, not your body ; inside your body ... Spread outward as you fall . .. push out ... It's almost
like an explosion, you really want to detonate.
(4) See ... you want to fragment into pieces ... particles ... (song fades into " Dry Bones") I want you to
identify only with what's going on inside your body . . . Forget the shell . . . You 're going to shatter inside.
(1) You 've got to believe the ground is falling with you ... You 've got to believe this is the only place in the
world where you can 't hit ...
(3 ) From here you fracture into a thousand diamonds ...
(4) These platforms can form crystals in mid-air ... Crystal mist ... Like snowflakes .. .
(2) Okay, Ed, Tom , Bill ... Kathy ... move toward the edge ...
(4) No Ed , you take the octagon .. .
(2) I'll count to three ... now fall .. . towards the middle .. . together ...
(1) Fred , will you make a volume check on channel 2 . . . It seems too low and pitch up the waterfall track on
channel 4.
(4) Don 't worry, just believe that you can 't hit .. . The ground is moving-Okay, you 're out of reach
now . .. No one can touch you . . . you 're mixing(1) Fred , check the second tape recorder , the plug seems to be slipping out of the wall.
(4) Your shapes are mixing .. . No, no I can 't see the patterns ... they're still inside you .
(3) Fred, hold in the mic connections ; they're pulling away from the equipment.
(4) Now you 're mixing ... Can you see the patterns ... like snowflakes ... overlapping ... crystals ... and
that mist ... it's coming for all of you . No, it's not really a mist .. . it's steam ... steam particles. It's a hailstorm.
It's raining . . .
(2) Fred , we've got to anchor down this equipment ; it's pulling away from the wall. It's beginning to sink.
(4) Everything's falling apart- you 're spreading into pieces ... the trip downward is causing pieces of you to
collide with the others ...
(2) Yes , the body fractures . .. comes apart . .. But it doesn 't read . . . I mean it's more like mist
. .. steam . .. splintering outward . . .
(3) Oh sure ... they may find a fragment ... of those who hit . . . something that looks like a bone . . . may
appear later . . .
(1) But it will be almost unidentifiable .. . one's mind has changed it . .. made it impossible to see ...
(4) Those bits and pieces scattering across the landscape-calcium tracks that ever so casually lead one to
the center, the beginning points of those who fall . . .
(3) The same way the body addresses the plains , the hills and the deserts. The mind addresses the sky-the
mist formations, the thousands of facets collecting the sun rays-expose the core of those who fell(1) Fred, I've got to strap the equipment down , it's moving ; the mic jacks are slipping away from the
wall ... we're sinking.
(4) Moonlight is said to make both these elements, these tracks to the ground and sky connect .. . into
patterns-unimaginable networks of abstract beams all revealing the description of the sender .. . As the
edges turn-and sparkle-shadows occur occasionally pointing out a tree, a rock, anything in its path ... The
best time to visit Dayton Falls is in the summer.
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO• ALBUQUERQUE
APRIL3-7, 1978
Dennis Oppenheim , the third of four artists coming to UNM as part of a workshop program sponsored by
Wright State University will arrive in Albuquerque on Monday, April 3. That afternoon he will meet with
individuals who plan to participate in his workshop , which will involve assisting in the creation of a land-art
piece rendered in asphalt. The planned piece will consist of two , 200-foot long streaks of asphalt paving laid in
the configuration of a cross on a barren square of land, preferably in a relatively isolated area.
In order to expedite the actual construction of this piece, Mr. Oppenheim would like workshop participants to
accomplish both of the following in advance of the Monday meeting :

1. Obtain a map of Albuquerque and the surrounding area and visit several likely looking open areas to find six
or more possible barren sites on which the terrain is flat enough to allow paving without landfilling. Each
possible location should also be isolated enough to allow aerial photo documentation of the site without
competition from distracting surroundings but readily accessible to paving equipment. Determine the land
owner for each site if possible. (Three or more persons should divide this task.)
2. Contact paving contractors to find three or more who are qualified and equipped to do the planned paving as
well as available for enough time between April 4 and 8 to complete the job. Obtain approximate cost
estimates from each for the planned paving, which should resemble but need not sustain the traffic weight of
road paving. (Two or three persons should divide this task.)
Workshop participants should bring the aforementioned maps and information gathered to the Monday meeting.
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NOTE: Problems concerning the suitability of the available landscape for the proposed pieces precluded them
from being completed in New Mexico. The processes of conceptualization and articulation occurred even
though the " manifestation of those processes," the finished works of art, found form in California (whose
workshop immediately followed that of New Mexico).

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY• LONG BEACH
APRIL 14-19, 1978
During an introductory lecture Dennis Oppenheim presented a proposal for a piece which was to be executed
on El Mirage Dry Lake in the Mojave Desert of Southern California. This dry lake was also the site of
Whirlpool-Eye of the Storm , a skywriting piece Oppenheim completed during August of 1973. The new work
was described as a series of large drawings on the surface of the dry lake to be made with 850 gallons of an
asphalt coating substance applied with an oil spreading truck .
On Saturday, April 15, the artist and a group of students went to El Mirage where they explored and noted , in
map form , the location of certain areas of the dry lake. The next day, after finalizing the details of the project
with the Wilmington Oil Transport Company, Oppenheim and the students returned to the site to seek out the
exact location for the works.
The first one completed, Relocated Burial Ground , was a large cross-shaped intersection of two lines, 500
feet in length and 6 feet wide. The surface of the freshly spread oil was a black gloss which reflected an intense
gradation of blue from the predominantly clear sky.
The second drawing , Cobalt Vectors-an Invasion , was composed of two large vector shapes drawn with
two lines at a 5° spread. Each line was 1,000 feet long and approximately 5 feet wide. The first vector pointed
to the east, the other, drawn approximately 1 /2 mile north of the first, pointed to the northeast. The sliver
shaped spaces between the oil lines were coated with blue pigment the next day.
It was discovered, through discussions with the truck driver, that there were several ways in which the
spreading of the oil could be precisely controlled. The third of the drawings , Devil's Hole , was executed after
Dennis and the driver arrived upon a method of laying down a line which would start out very narrow and end
up some 6 feet wide. This " one shot only" piece was to be a true test of the truck's precision capabilities and
the driver's skill. The driver was asked to steer the truck into a spiral. The line of oil was to be at its minimum
width in the center and become wider as the truck spiraled outward. The spaces between the rings of oil were
consistently one tire's width apart. It was the artist's hope that the piece would suggest the illusion of a crater
when seen from the air. He was also concerned with whether or not the works VJould become incorporated into
the natural phenomena of the water-like mirage which could be seen in the distance.
On Tuesday, April 18 , a small plane landed the participants on the dry lake. With the aid of one of the students,
Dennis spread the blue pigment on the vector shapes. At the same time the pilot and a photographer
documented the pieces from the air, the only vantage point from which the drawings could be seen in their
entirety.
Kevin Boyle
CSU LB
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RELOCATED BURIAL GROUND 1978
Sprayed tar, 2000'
8 Mirage. California
Photo: Courtesy of the artist.

COBALT VECTORS-an INVASION 1978
Sprayed tar, cobalt pigment, 2000'.
El Mirage, California
Photos : Courtesy of the artist.

DEVIL'S HOLE 1978
Sprayed tar, 200' diameter. El Mirage, California
Photos: Courtesy of the artist.
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MOORE COLLEGE OF ART • PHILADELPHIA
MAY 22-26, 1978
In Philadelphia, Oppenheim involved students in the processes of making
a film utilizing his daughter Chandra, a frequent collaborator/subject in the
artist's work. The students who participated in the workshop were members of a History of Modern Art seminar and the experience of working
with Oppenheim served as the concluding part of their studies of contemporary art and artists.

MICHELLE STUART

Michelle Stuart extended the concerns and methodologies of much of her own
work to the workshop participants by establishing the parameters of an activity
that were applied to each of the four schools. The project description , which
follows, was distributed before the residencies began , providing an opportunity
for the participants to complete their work before the artist arrived , at which time
each shared with the others their own "incidents of travel. " The completed
works were shipped to each successive institution for the workshop /residency
where they were exhibited along with those completed at that location , thus
geographically extending the experiences of the participants .

INCIDENTS OF TRAVEL IN NATURE : A SPACE!TIME BOOK
In the vast Library there are no two identical books ... J. L. Borges
Nature is the system of all phenomena in space and time, or more specifically, both the environmental
phenomena and their productive controlling forces as far as they have remained unaltered by human activity .
For the purpose of the project, human activity is allowed if needed to define a feature of the incident.

The project is to capture the essence of the experience of a site in nature.
Participants in the project can be anyone involved with the four schools in the cooperative workshop /
exhibitions program. The work must be ready to hang in the exhibition space at the beginning of the workshop.
The participants in the project should chose a site of significance to them. The site must be in nature. Aside
from staying within the medium and dimensional boundaries the options are infinite.
The participant in the project could record the physical presence of the site in terms of personal or autobiographical experience, scientific facts or observation , aesthetic response or historical or mythical significance.
The participant in the project should document this site incident with a photograph or series of photographs ; a
map or diagram of its relationship to known points of reference ; a drawing or graphic interpretation of the
incident. One of the above , but preferably all should be included . The participant could also include an artifact
from the site, in a plastic bag or transparent envelope. Also , other material such as postcards, written
documentation , or tape recordings are welcome.
All of these pieces of information must be on paper, in order to be stapled to a wall or placed in book form. Also ,
all the documentation must be 10 X 8 inches (vertical) or be attached to a 10 X 8 inch sheet of paper.
This nature piece will be a visual and aural record of a series of incidents that we , the participants , have
experienced in nature. It will be a communal voyage in the sense that we will share our ideas , feelings ,
perceptions, and observations with one another across the country. The piece will travel to California, New
Mexico, Ohio, and Pennsylvania, each time it is exhibited the new documents will be added and a videotape
will be made. The material cannot be returned due to its cumulative and media destined character. The final
result will be a videotape of the material from each geographical area and a space/time book demonstrating
the many ways that we visualize and conceptualize the natural world .
Michelle Stuart
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MOORE COLLEGE OF ART• PHILADELPHIA
NOVEMBER 7-11, 1977
Several weeks before Michelle Stuart came to Moore College of Art to begin the weeklong residency, she sent
along a description of her proposed project which was to be executed at each school. She asked each student
who participated to document the essence of his/her own experience with a site in nature. Included were very
definite instructions as to format and size, since the final piece was to portray all of the individual projects in
book form. She suggested ideas to clarify her basic statement (photographs, written descriptions, drawings,
etc.). However, the students were free to explore and create, drawing from their own sensibilities.
When Michelle arrived in Philadelphia, few students had actually begun to work on the project. They seemed
to feel uncertain about translating the basic concepts of this artist's work into a personal statement and a work
of their own art. The premise of this project is the core of Michelle's own work-deriving a work of art from an
experience in nature.
Michelle quickly put the students at ease. She worked with them individually throughout the week after an
initial group session. On the final day of her stay, all participants were scheduled to meet and share their
artwork and experiences. This meeting was the culmination of the project, and was videotaped.
The taping session was necessary for providing some structure to the week and formalizing the total experience. While the technical problems with the equipment were being worked out, questions came to mind-will it
work? what's going to happen ...
Everyone sat on the floor of the College Gallery. The students had responded with drawings, series of images,
written statements, and found objects. Some of the subjects included a pond, a tree where a beloved horse
was strangled and an urban mugging. All works were sensitive and emotional. Michelle began to ask each
student to describe her experience with the site. Michelle guided the discussion, drawing from them very
personal remarks which developed into an intense dialogue. Michelle's warmth and compassion evoked a
sincere trust and honesty. Many of the students were greatly moved and touched by her caring, and shared
among themselves what they had never verbalized before.
This particular kind of involvement seems to happen rarely in education, and for that reason was a uniquely
significant experience.
MCA
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Incidents of Travel

November 7-11 , 1977

Bald cypress • Mennonite lady· Delaware River • a lunar path in Maine •
lost in the ocean• Colmar· gorge• rainbow bakery• Linda Vista drive-in·
the spot• Maiden Hair tree· Philadelphia· Grotto near a railroad track• a
dead horse • an empty space • Longleaf Pine • City Hall • Fitzwater•
refuse • roof • Fairmont Park • arboretum • London Planetree • map •
sheep· sites • paths in Connecticut • love • hair • skin • stitches • a
mugging on 23rd and St. James • iron bridge • Paperbark Maple •
Pennsylvania· grasses by the sea· coal stove • Yoder 's Mill·
Montgomeryville • tracks • Delaware • Lighthouse Lane • Wissahichon
Creek· farmland • gorge •New Jersey· love • tears• pain • leaves • bark·
talismans· silence·
Michelle Stuart
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO• ALBUQUERQUE
MARCH 1-5, 1978
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INCIDENTS OF TRAVEL 1978
by Workshop Participant Mark Lavatelli , Albuquerque.
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Incidents of Travel

March 1-5, 1978

Jemez warm springs • An Indian Crypt • a Wild Apple Tree • peyote •
Chaco Canyon· a sacred place • red shiner· Sandia Indian Reservation •
Petroglyphs near Three Rivers • riding the hogs near growing cotton • tat
head minnow • Cibola • Robe Lake • Vaedez • Alaskan Bear • yellow
bullhead • black bullhead • Declaration of claim near Massacre Creek •
channel catfish • white sucker• trip to Tucson woven in ribbons and reeds
• River Carpancher • carp • flathead chub • plains • goldfish • longnose
dash • nude against the mountains at Jemez • lsleta Indian Dance 1929 •
green sunfish· bluegill• Bosque del Apache• Rio del Puerco ·mosquito
fish • rainbow trout· lsleta oven 1918 • Petroglyphs • brown trout•
largemouth bass• dry people· dry houses· dry land· gaunt· hungry· old
snap shots • long ear sunfish • Albuquerque • small mouth buffalo fish •
gizzard shad• a dead maggot filled steer• painted turtle· spiny soft-shell
turtle • New Mexico garter snake • woodhouses toad • leopard frog •
bullfrog crayfish• the Rio Grande at Rio Bravo Bridge·
Michelle Stuart

WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY• DAYTON
APRIL 3-7, 1978
The sharing of experiences generated by the workshop continued beyond
the artist's presence at Wright State. The works produced by the workshop participants were exhibited in the Fine Arts Gallery along with works
by the artist (April 7-20). Stuart's exhibition consisted of eleven handmade books, five hanging pieces, two photo documents and color videotapes to accompany them (Niagara Gorge Path Relocated, Artpark,
Lewiston, N.Y., 1975, and Co/or/Time/Landform/Transformation, Tomkins Cove Quary, N.Y., 1976-77). An information center was set up in the
gallery, where the two videotapes were shown, and a table with chairs
and several copies of the artist's book, entitled The Fall, published by
Printed Matter in N.Y. in 1975. A third videotape, recorded at WSU, of the
artist reading The Fall was also shown in the information center. Lastly,
the artist provided the exhibition with a photocopy of her notebooks which
record her personal "Incidents of Travel."
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INCIDENTS OF TRAVEL 1978
by Workshop Participant Katherine McFadden, Dayton.

Incidents of Travel

April 3-7, 1978

Water from the yellow spring • woodpecker tree • encased beetle •
changes in nature • rock steps • Glen Helen • shell • nut • twig • roots •
feather· Indian mound· fungus• cascade· hearing wind through pines·
silent cycles• growth• Fort Ancient• Great Miami· carving on bridge rail•
Little Miami • Dayton • thistle • moss • bank • brook • Serpent Mound •
cascade • cliff • Seip Mound • rock steps • Miamisburg Mound • oak •
rabbit fur • Chillicothe • Mound City • muddy creek • emerging life • Fort
Hill • water rushing • sound of waterfall • Hopewell •stillness • barbed wire
fence • boundaries • fence • between nature and civilization • flowers •
dried grasses • small creatures • tiny seedlings • life • death • cycles •
organic· bark· sail paincliff near spring • decaying trunk • rivers • mica·
postholes • time• history• belief· conserve· flow· save ·feel • layers•
egg· Serpent• mounds•
Michelle Stuart
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CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY• LONG BEACH
APRIL 10-14 1978
Michelle Stuart brought to Long Beach a readymade exhibition which consisted of works completed at three
other schools by participants in her project, Incidents of Travel in Nature : A Space /Time Book . As she
described it in a mimeographed handout distributed in advance of her arrival , "The project is to capture the
essence of the experience of a site in nature. " Students at Long Beach were asked to make " a visual and aural
record of a series of incidents that we, as participants, had experienced in nature."
Meeting with seven student/participants , Stuart clarified the project and explained the structure of its presentation. A prescribed format was followed: all documentation from a site (photographs , tape recordings, drawings,
written material , artifacts in plastic bags , etc.) was to be presented on or attached to 1O" x 8" sheets of paper
which could be hung on a gallery wall, videotaped , and eventually Xeroxed and joined with other documents to
form the Space/Time Book . Some students who had previously begun their projects worked closely with the
artist who helped them with the final presentation.
The work from the other schools was mounted along with the new pieces contributed at Long Beach. A
videotape was made which recorded each new work (in sequence , sweeping each image), as well as detailed
dialogue of the participants recounting the making of their pieces. This tape will be edited and combined with
similar tapes made at each of the participating institutions. The videotape and the Space/Time Book will then
comprise the final form of Incidents of Travel in Nature.
A significant aspect of the project was that it engaged the students in experiencing a physical involvement with
a site in nature, and in effectively sensing and recording possible intangible and ephemeral elements present ,
thus producing a heightened sensitivity to a specific locale. Manifesting these experiences through the prescribed structure emphasized the " communal " or universal nature of each person's experiences in space and
time .
Michelle Stuart's effort shares certain features with other visiting artist projects in which students benefit from
working with and observing an artist during an intense period devoted to performing a single task- making a
work of art. In this collaborative project, the usual approach was modified to take advantage of the contributions students could make as artist. As a complex mass of individual and significant efforts comprising a total
unit, this project encouraged students to develop more than normally possible in workshop situations where
energies are often directed toward physical labor rather than metaphysical exercise. The Long Beach participants enjoyed a rapport with the artist which enabled them to better understand both her art and their own.
Bruce Hiles
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Incidents of Travel

April 10-15, 1978

Raymond Chandler • on being arrested for photographing an Orange
County street· miniature guns in Plancton holes· Venice· back· packing
all the mountain ranges in California • following a line through space •
Mary Baker Eddy· artifacts• reference points· freeways· Fatty Arbucle •
ice block melting glacier stones • Canadian Rockies • the Black Dahlia
murder • San Gabriel Mountains • Long Beach • Grauman's Chinese
Theatre • Raymond Chandler· coyote· the sea every half hour throughout the day • voice of a friend from above a thirties drugstore • Death
Valley • The Big Sleep • Chinatown • water • running through grass to
catch the marks• Kansas farmer in front of gas station 1931 ·palm trees·
the Santa Ana • earthquakes • light• Raymond Chandler•
Michelle Stuart

INCIDENTS OF TRAVEL 1978
by Workshop Participant Karen Zaptiff, Long Beach
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WILLIAM WEGMAN

William Wegman, who is known primarily as a video/performance artist, has
consistently utilized himself and his "self processes, " such as memorization
and linguistic meaning as subject matter in his work . His work is about
language, its contextual meanings, shifts in usage, and the reliability or
unreliability of individual perception of linguistic structures. The activities of
his four residencies/workshops departru from his accustomed working
methodology, that of limiting input during taping sessions to himself or possibly his dog (Man Ray), and utilized the participants' input as subject matter.
The participants become collaborators and subjects in the collection of materials that the artist will utilize subsequently.
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MOORE COLLEGE OF ART• PHILADELPHIA
MARCH6-10, 1978
William Wegman, primarily known as a video artist, surprised the students at Moore College of Art by electing
to structure his project around the medium of color photography rather than video. Because Wegman chooses
to work basically alone, the group involvement was a different experience for him. The project became one of
mutual exploration for participating faculty members, students, and the artist.
Our project paralleled an earlier piece of Wegman's entitled "Blondes and Brunettes." Head to shoulder
portraits of blondes and brunettes captured a variety of facial expressions. The black-and-white photographs
were then arranged in a checkerboard composition.
At Moore, Wegman expanded this theme to include the process of color. The subjects were red-haired and
fair-skinned, oriental or black. The students who assisted found models for the shootings, and worked on the
production end of the project. This work entailed setting up a professional studio, and the involvement with test
shots for distance, light, and color. A great deal of help (with the project) was ottered by Bob Cohen, chairman
of the Photography Department at Moore, who coordinated much of the student involvement and provided
technical assistance. The actual photographing was quickly done with the subjects displaying a range of
emotions caught on film.
In his work, Wegman often deals with the theme of repetition to comment on the ordinary aspects of our
existence. The portraits executed at Moore retain their prettiness individually, yet lose their glamour, appearing
as common "mug shots" when viewed as a group.
MCA
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CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY· LONG BEACH
MARCH 13-17, 1978
During William Wegman's stay at California State University at Long Beach he proposed and completed a
two-part project. The first part. a videotape , was the product of two separate taping sessions. The group was
seated in a circle in the first taping session and each member was invited to tell a disaster story. The camera
and the microphone were focused on each participant for a brief period of time as he or she began a story. The
camera and microphone then panned to the next participant who was already in the process of telling his or her
disaster narrative. During this transition from participant to participant an overlapping of monologues was often
recorded . The camera and microphone returned to each several times during the course of the tape, but the
length of these excerpts became shorter as the tape progressed. The beginning excerpts included several
sentences panning to the next story-teller. As the ta'pe neared the end, the camera and microphone were
passed at such a pace that only single sentences were being extracted from the individual disaster stories. At
this time the performers became aware of the synthesis of their own stories with those of the others and
attempted to relate their next sentence to the sentence delivered by the previous person . What had originally
begun as the documentation of the individual disasters had become the development of an improvisational
account of a single disaster. The recording session was followed by a brief review of the tape. During the
review , Wegman discussed some of the faults of the tape and explained that the first taping session was
merely a process through which he could familiarize himself with the information that he would use in the final
taping session .
The second taping session was also based upon the theme of the disaster story. During this taping each of the
participants, alone on camera, presented an entire disaster story. After each account, Wegman directed a
segment in which the group appeared simultaneously telling their stories and , with a shotgun microphone,
extracted various details from this verbal drone of disaster. These details, when combined, sounded once
again like the impressions of a single event. This tape more clearly established the common nature of the
disaster as a conversational theme. The viewer began to feel like a witness to a chain reaction conversation
where each disaster story would inspire the beginning of another. Unlike the previous taped exercise on
disaster, Wegman transcended his passive documentary position by actively selecting the information he
wanted the viewer to hear.
Through the two taping sessions Wegman clearly demonstrated a process by which one might operate as an
artist. He set boundaries for the project with the introduction of a theme , and then became familiar with the
information which was introduced within the limitations of that theme. Through this process he became aware
of various ways in which he could alter or present the information to suit his original purpose or desire and then
completed the process by acting upon the various possibilities he had discovered during his preliminary
investigations.
Beyond the taping sessions, the second portion of the project was organized by Wegman as a problem similar
in nature to the one he had dealt with 1n the tapes. This problem was described by Wegman as a self-portrait
project which was to be solved by the students as a group. Several pieces of paper, 3' x 20', were stretched
horizontally on the walls of the gallery and a number of small mirrors were suspended from the wall at several
points along the length of the paper. Students were then invited to draw their own self-portraits using the
mirrors if they wished. There were no further directions or restrictions. It was an open-ended situation and the
students were placed in a position where they had to deal with the information of their own visual appearance
in a way that would transcend the cllche . The resulting self-portraits, in some cases, were quite interesting but
the portrait project as a whole suffered from the student's inability to organize their work in a way that was
successful. This portion of the project seemed to possess qualities similar to the first taping session. This may
have been due to the fact that the students were merely familiarizing themselves with the information of their
visual appearances . By following Wegman's example they should have then taken that information and
restructured or reorganized it in a way that made all of the self-portraits work as a whole. This, however,
requires a single purpose, or direction of mind and intuition , difficult for a group of students to achieve.
Wegman's project was carried out through an extended period of time as he was also serving as artist-inresidence at CSU LB for the entire spring semester of 1978.
Kevin Boyle
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At the University of New Mexico and at Wright State University,
Wegman continued his exploration of " subject telling story,"
begun at Long Beach . It is the artist's intention to edit the taped
materials for utilization in his subsequent work.

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO •ALBUQUERQUE
APRIL 25-28, 1978
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WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY• DAYTON
MAY8-12, 1978

Capsule Biographies of the Artists

Laurie Anderson, known pnmanly as a performance artist, was educated at Barnard College and Columbia University. She has exhibited
widely in this country and in Europe and has authored several publications , including artist's books. She presently lives and works in New York
City.

Dennis Oppenheim was born in Mason City, Washington, and educated
at Stanford University. After studying and working in northern California,
he moved to New York City where he now lives. Since 1968 he has
exhibited widely in this country and abroad in such diverse media as film
and video, earth and project works. He is represented in numerous private and public collections throughout the world.

Michelle Stuart, who was raised in California and in various areas of the
United States, has exhibited widely in this country and in Europe. She has
authored two artist's books and has been frequently reviewed. She presently lives and works in New York City.

William Wegman , who is known primarily as a video artist, has had
numerous one-artist exhibitions and has been frequently reviewed. Several of his video works have been aired on national network television.
The artist presently lives and works in New York City.
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Participating Institutions
Acknowledgements
Photo Credits

The. f?llowin.g lists the persons at the four participating institutions who were , in addition to the artists and those persons who
part1c1pated 1n the workshops , primarily responsible for the success of this program .

The Art Galleries
California State University, Long Beach

Department of Art
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque

Constance W. Glenn , Director
Staff : Jane K. Bledsoe, Assistant Director
Maudette Ball , Curator
Bruce Hiles. Barbara Davis , George Flores

Nicolai Cikovsky, Chairer
Gale Owings , Visiting Artist/Lecturer Arrangements

Laurie Anderson (March 13-17, 1978)
Jane Bledsoe, Coordinator
Bruce Hiles , Photographer
William Wegman (March 13-17, 1978)
Kevin Boyle, Coordinator
Bruce Hiles , Photographer
(Will iam Wegman was also the Spring 1978 CSULB Art Department
Guest-in-Residence and therefore conducted his workshops over an extended period of time .)

Michelle Stuart (March 1-5, 1978)
Gale Owings, Coordinator
Phillip Rick Dingus , Photographer
Laurie Anderson (March 6-10, 1978)
Gale Owings, Coordinator
Phillip Rick Dingus , Photographer
Dennis Oppenheim (April 3-7, 1978)
Gale Owings, Coordinator
Phillip Rick Dingus , Photographer

Michelle Stuart (April 10-14, 1978)
Bruce Hiles, Coordinator
Bruce Hiles , Photographer

Fine Arts Gallery, Incorporated
Wright State University, Dayton

Dennis Oppenheim (April 14-19, 1978)
Kevin Boyle, Coordinator
Bruce Hiles , Photographer

William Spurlock, Director
Staff: Kathleen J. Letson, Administrative Assistant
Rod lppish, Gallery Assistant

Moore College of Art Gallery
Moore College of Art, Philadelphia

Department of Art
Wright State University, Dayton

Dianne Perry Vanderlip , Director (to February)
Staff : Deborah J. Allen , Assistant Director
Susan Justice

Edward M. Levine , Chairer
Thomas Macaulay, Assistant Chairer
Kimmerly Kiser, Assistant Chairer

Michelle Stuart (November 7-11 , 1977)
Deborah J. Allen , Coordinator
Amy Scott, Photographer
Janette Banks , Video

Dennis Oppenheim (November 14-23, 1977)
Thomas Macaulay, Coordinator
Michael lnderreiden and William Spurlock , Photographers

Laurie Anderson (January 23-27, 1978)
Deborah J. Allen , Coordinator
Kriste Halscheid, Photographer

Laurie Anderson (February 20-24, 1978)
Rod lppish , Coordinator
Gerald Nelson, Photographer

Deborah J. Allen, Acting Director (March-April)

Michel le Stuart (Apri I 3-7, 1978)
Thomas Macaulay, Coordinator
William Spurlock, Photographer

William Wegman (March 6-1 O, 1978)
Deborah J. Allen and Robert Cohen, Coordinators
Amy Scott, Photographer
Mary Ida Bonadio , Video
Helen Williams Drutt, Acting Director/Consultant
Dennis Oppenheim (May 22-26, 1978)
Susan Justice, Helen Drutt and Dr. Peter Kinney, Coordinators
Amy Scott , Photographer

William Wegman (May 8-12 , 1978)
Peter D'Agostino, Coordinator
Martha Wourms , Photographer

